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National BureauMeasures ofCyclicalBehavior
This studyuses extensively theNational Bureautechnique ofde- scribing andmeasuring thecyclical behaviorof economicdata. When we wishto know, forexample, howregularlyinventoriesit during businessexpansions andfall duringcontractionswe use the Bureau'smeasure of 'conformity'.Whenwe wish to know
whether cycles inmanufacturers'inventoriesgenerallyreach theirpeab before or aftergeneral businessactivity,or beforeor aftermanu- facturingproductionor sales weuse itsmeasure of 'timing'.When we wish toknow howwide thecyclical swingsof inventoriesare compared withthose ofproductionor shipmentswe compute measures of'amplitude'accordingto the Bureau's
method. And
so on.
The NationalBureaumeasures ofcyclicalbehavior,together with elaboratetests, aredescribed indetail inMeasuringBusine.0
Cycle:.Close studentsof businesscyclesarc referredto that vol time. Otherreaders willneed a brief
description ofthe Bureau's statisticaltechniques iftheyare to understand
the methodsand conclusions ofthis study.This chapterattempts tomeet that need.'
It reliesheavilyon Chapter2 of Measuring
Business Cycles.In-
deed, entirepages of thatchapter andall theillustrativetables are
reprintedbelow.Verbalalterationshave beenmade insome sec-
tions becauseof thedifferencelflContext, and
some material has
been added.
Thedescriptionin Chapter2 of Measuring
Business Cyclesap-
plies indetail onlyto themeasures madefrom datareported by Themeasures utedby theBureauare not
complicated, h,tthey arenumcr
ous. Thereader would
probably dowell toread thischapteronce, then refer
back torelevantscctjonas theresults ofparticularmeasurementsare Wt
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months. In the absence of monthly data, we often have to use
quarterly or annual data, and this is especially true of this study.
Annual data, nioteover, come in various forms: as aggregates or
averages for calendar or fiscal years, and as values for a certain
month or day, the latter notably in financial data based on end
of year balance sheets of corporations. We therefore supplement
the description of the procedures applied to monthly data with an
explanation of the methods followed when the figures are for
calendar years or single dates. Fiscal year data are not treated,
since the procedures are identical with those applied to calendar
year series, except that the chronology of business cycle turns is for
a fiscal instead of a calendar year. Nor are the measures applied
to quarterly data described, since they closely resemble the meth-
ods used for monthly data. Readers interested in the minor differ-
ences will find them described in Meaiuring Business Cycles, pp.
197-202.
The results from annual data are not nearly as accurate as those
from monthly or quarterly data. Yet annual data can yield very
useful information. But if they are to be more helpful than mis-
leading, their limitations must be known and respected. The latter
part of this chapter is, therefore, devoted to a brief discussion ol
the differences to be expected when the figures arc annual instead
of monthly or quarterly.
iDescription of the Measure?
REFERENCE DATES, REFERENCE CYCLES, AND SPECIFIC CYCLES
To learn how different economic proces behave in respect of
business cycles, their movements must be observed during the re-
vivals, expansions, recessions, and contractions in general business
activity. Before we can begin observing we must mark off these
periods. To that end we constructed a table of 'reference dates',
showing the months and years when business cycles reached
troughs and peaks. These dates were based first upon the business
annals compiled for the National Bureau by Willard L. Thorp;
then we refined, tested, and at need amended the dates by studying
statistical series. These turning points of the cyclical movements in
This section largely, though not entirely, duplicates Chapter2of Measur-
ing Business Cycles.general business activity can be made more preciseas the fieldcoy. ered by statistics expands. Hence we havemore confidencein the later than in the earlier dates. Table4 sets forth the National
Bureau standard reference dates for the UnitedStates Since1853.
TABLE 4
Reference Dates, United States,1853-1939
I'ISCAL Yt4
(SlIDING MOSCTHLY QUASTSaLY CALENDAS YFA ;uir ro) Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough
Dec.*854 4Q i8 1855 June *837Dec. i88 *Q *8574Q .88,8688 Oct.,86oJune *86, Q ,86oQ *86* .86o.86, Apr.1865Dec.1867 iQ .865iQ i868 I86 1867 June iS6gDec. i8o sQ 18694Q u8o 1869 1870 .869'8,t Oct.*873M*r. 1879 Q ,Q iScj i8 *878 1873 *078 Mar. 188aMay ,88 ,Q i38atQ i88 '88*i88 '88*,s Mat. ,88Apr. *888 aQ 1887Q 1888 18871888 188y July.890May iSgi Q i890aQ iSp, ,8goi8p, 1890 9g Jan.1894June 1894 iQ ,8g zQ 1894 iSp,,1894 *893 1894 Dec.,8gJune t8g 4Q .894aQ 1897 i8py,,8g6 i8g6 *897 June 1899Dec. Igoo Q *6994Q .poo '8991900 9o0 1901 Sept. 1902Aug. 10 4Q igoa Q 1904 1905 1904 190 l90_4 May June *908 aQ aQ 1908 tpo 194)33 1907 190 Jan.19*0Jan.*912 *Q 19104Q 1911 1910 1911 1910 19*1 Jan.1913Dcc. 1914 ,Q *9134Q 1Q14 'P'S 1914 1913 *915 AUg. 1Q18Apr. 1919 Q igi8sQ 'Q'Q 1918 1919 'g,S'g, Jan.19*0Sq'I. 19*1' ,Q9*03Q 19*1 19*0 1921 19*0 1922 May 1913July1Q24 aQ 19*3Q 19*4 192319*4 *9*3lg4 Oct.'ps6Dec.*927' SQ .ga64Q *927 'giG,gs *927.9*8 June 1919Mar. ip aQ 1929Q ,g '9*91932 19*9 1933 May ig May '938'*Q ig sQ 1938 1937*938ipy*939 Soorce: Measuring Bwinej,Cyclej Table i6. p. 78.
The following referencedatea have been revised by thrNt io,,aj Bueu since thecom putat.ons in (his studywere complc(e.J: Sept. 1921to july 1921; Dcc. 1927to Nov. 1927; May 198 to June'p5.
After eliminatingseasonal variationswe divide the series into
segments marked off byreference troughs. Sinceeach segment spans an interval between
SUCCCSSjVC referencetmughs we call ita 'reference cyclesegment', or 'referencecycle' for brcvity. Nextwe compute the average of themonthJy values duringeach 'reference cyde' andconvert the data intopercentages of this base; theseper- centages are called'reference cyclerelatives'. Theapplication of a unijorp set ofdates to all series,and the rcductjoiiof the original data expre&din diverseunits to relativesof theiraverage values during theperiods thusmarked off,put all the materjah intocorn-
We find itConvenient to use theterm 'refe,-rnce cycle'in two sense*: firit, to denote thesection of a tinieserjbetwthe dates ofsuccessjvrefer. ence troughs (orpeaks); second,to denote theinterval between succeuivc troughs (or peaks).The meaningshould be obviousfrom the context.
42
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parable form and enable us to see how different processesbehave
during successive business cycles.
length is of the same order as that of businesscycles. We call the
cyclical movements peculiar to a series its 'specificcycles'. In most
series the dates of the troughs and peaksof the specific cycles are
Next, we look in every series for wavelike movementswhose
fairly dear, but in some series they areobscured by erratic fluctua-
tions. We mark off the specificcycles by the dates of their turning
points as well as we can, compute the averagevalue of the monthly
data during each cycle, and convertthe monthly data into 'specific
cycle relatives' which correspond in every respectto the refer-
ence cycle relatives, exceptthat they show movements during the
cycles in the series itself.
One complication requires attention atthis point. Most series
studied in connection with business cyclestend to rise during ex-
pansions of general business and to fallduring contractions. They I
have what we call 'positive' cycles.Many series, however, have
'inverted' cycles, that is, they tend to fallduring business expan-
sions and rise during contractions.Such 'inverted' series are espe-
cially numerous amongmanufacturers' inventories. The specific
cycles in 'positive' series aretreated as units running from trough
to trough, those in'inverted' series are treated as units running
from peak to peak.
We distinguish between'positive' and 'inverted' series in the
following manner. If a series typically movesin the same direction
as general businessactivity over a larger portion of areference
cycle than it moves in the oppositedirection, we treat the series as
'positive'.' In the opposite case we treatit as 'inverted'. If a series
typically rises from the middleof a reference expansion to the
middle of a reference contraction, orfrom the middle of contrac-
tion to the middle of expansion, wecall the series 'neutral', but we
arbitrarily analyze the specific cycles on a'positive' basis, that is,
as units runningfrom trough to trough. The sameprocedure is
followed in the case of series whosemovements have no regular
relation to business cydes.
We illustrate our procedure for apositive series. We chose coke
'We measure the size of the portionin terms of the 9 reference stages' into
which each reference cycle is divided; seebelow.production because it is a relatively short seriesand presentsic
of the complicationswe ordinarily encounter (Table5). The Sea
sonally adjusted figuresare plotted on Chart i, whichshow5 al
the turning points of business cyclesand of the cycles incoke pro
duction. The average monthlyproduction of coke duringits firs
complete cycle, November8914 to May 1919, was4,246,000
tons. With that figure asa base, the monthly values inTable5 foi
the months covered by thiscycle are converted intospecific cycle
relatives. The first referencecycle covered by this seriesruns from December 1914 to April1919. Average monthlyoutput was 4,305,000 short tons, andon this base we compute thefirst set of reference cycle relatives. Duringthe second specificcycle, May 1919 to July 1921,average monthly outputwas 3,565,000 short
tons; during the secondreference cycle, April1919 to Septemi,er




YearJan.Feb.Mar. Apr. May JuneJuly Aug.Sept. Oct.Nov.Dcc. 1914297331473476336429402897 9i29272797 23I 2193*345 19152*8, 25 *6*8 *99034106i587339594510 4475 191643814564435444*5458143814392464574684465545934499 91746644523467*472046934778473'46114695434!45774452 I928 395744134639480'494'521850673033 501748444350
1919476341*6377333329773i73777398794331576003624 '92043*9426,4360558540314299442545364520 4495 42843971 19213314*8862205l8 i8801679'497163717i20762231*358 92*23922512 268 2798*079318050384132957 368 4p45434k
19*34650469548535174525052,65076490k464!6j413*4107
19244278449343864'993581 ,oS29*32936313234663596418*
19254599 44584259420439503900380488 4102433348365087 'gt66244528047464719 4643463547214606 45784(104462534493
1927 447244*4545214555 4389432042194219411*40273887 39I
IQZ8424943484*7643654450 4i426 43444332452445694688 101948224798488950055*50 53"Iji 5000496147624502 '9304i 448043874562448043itj 5827 37548032803*03 19313195329331873*6631672870268525222396*405 t36 *277 *93221501*7420571948176,1619'586132115931741i8i 1846







































































































































































































































































































































































trough to the next. The initial and terminal troughs, however1
weighted one-half each and the intervening values one each.
The specific cycle relatives constitute the basis forwhat tl
Bureau calls 'S' tables. Five such tables are prepared;samp1of
them, together with explanations of theirconstruction arere.
printed here as Tables 6-io. In the same way thereference cycle
relatives are the basis for three or four 'R' tables,samples of which
are reprinted here as Tables it -14.
TIMING AND LENGTH OF SPECIFIC CYCLES
The reference dates measure the length of businesscycles and of
their expansions and contractions. The datesof the turns ina given
series yield similar measures of its cycles. Bycomparing the turning
dates of specific cycles with the referencedates, we determinethe
number of months by which the troughsand peaks in the serj
precede or follow the reference troughsand peaks.'
These proceduresare illustrated in Table 6. After thespeci&
cycles have been marked off,the dates of the turningpoints are
entered in column i. The referencedates with which thespecific cycle turns are comparedare entered in columns3 and.The dif-
ferences in months betweenthe turning dates of thespecific cycle and the reference datesare then entered in columns2 and 4. The
durations of the specific cyclesand their phasesare shown in col- umns 6 to 8. The differencesbetween the durationsof specific cycles and correspondingreference cyclesarc shown in columns
to ii. Finally, in columns12 and 13 the lengths ofthe specific cycle phases are expressedas percentages of the lengthsof full cycles.5
The timing of theturns of specific cycleswhen measured from
For series treatedinvertecily (see above),troughs are matched withrefer- ence peaks, and peaks withreference troughs.


















annual data is necessarily crude. The year of the specific cycle turn
may be compared with the yearof the corresponding reference
cycle turn or the midpoint of the year of the specific cycle turn with
the midpoint of the corresponding monthly reference cycle turn.
For single-date series, the latter method involves a comparison of
turns on that date with the corresponding monthly reference turns.
Both theoretical expectation and experiment support the view that
the second method is better (see Sec. 2 below).
It is a characteristic of timing measures made from annual data,
however, that the measures for individual turns have little value
in themselves. They are used only to establish an averagetiming
relation for several cycles. The National Bureau does not make
such comparisons or compute averages unless the series con.forms
well to business cycles and at least a dozen specific and reference
turns can be compared. In one class of cases, however, wedid not
adhere to these rules. When preparing tables combining the tim-
ing behavior of ten groups of manufacturing industries, wenoted
every comparison possible in eachindividual series. But the results
are used only to help establish the timingcharacteristics that are
applicable to manufacturing as a whole, not the differencesthat
may characterize the behavior of theindividual groups (the valid-
ity of our procedure. is discussed further in Sec. 2 below).
The length of specific cycles based on annual data is measured
in the same way as of those based on monthly data. For the former,





lag (+) Ref. lag (-4-)Ref.
months peak months trough
(a)(s)() (5)
%or
LENGTH OF CTCLICAI. MOVEMENTS (Mo.) LENGTH OF sncznc
Excess over ref. CYCLES
Specic cycles cycles
Exp.Contr. Cycle Exp. contr. cycle Eip.Couti.
(6)(7)(8)(o)(so)(it)(si) (ig)
t 11/14
8/i8+14/59 44tO54 0+2+1 8119
+ 5/So 9/li 15ii*6+69 g 5841
05/s3 0 71*4 2514g6+* o+2 6a39 8 io/s6 11/17 192140+7 * 4851
+s6isg 7 3/33 203757+2 8 6 65
0.1 -I.7 *4.0 t8.6 42.6 +0.4 i.6 5743
3.4 5.9 8.08.3 50.33.5 .5i.6II 5248
MEASURING SPECIFIC CYCLEAMPLITUDE
Amplitude is measured bythe rise of thespecific cycleelativ from the initial troughof a cycle to thepeak and ofthe fallfr the peak to the terminaltrough. To diminishthe influenceof dom factors,we use 3-month averagescenteredon the trough
and peaks. Ofcourse, the amplitudesexpress the rise andfallpei centages of theaverage value of the seriesduring eachcycle. Table 7 gives theseamplitudemeasures in threeforms. Colw 2-4 show the 3-monthaverages of the specific
cycle relativescen- tered on the initialtrough, peakand terminaltrough. Colwm -7, obtained from columns2-4, show therise fromtroughto peak, the fallfrom peak to trough,and the totalrise andfall. Col- umns 8-jo, obtainedby dividing thefigures incolumns5-7 of Table7 by the correspondingduration figures,columns6-8 of Table 6, showthe amplitudesper month.
TABLE7 Sample of TableS2: Amplitudeof SpecificCycles Coke Production
CHAPTERTRgp
Amplitudemeasures for annualdataarc made inthe same fashionas for monthlydata. Thestandings incolumns2-4 of Table7, however,are basedon the years(or singledates) mark- ing thecyclicalturns.
MEASURINGSECULARMOVEMENTS Our methodof computingcycle relativesas percentagesof the average valueduringa specificor a reference
cycle eliminates from theoriginal datawhat wecall the'inter-cycle'portion of the secular trend.We donot try toeliminate the'intra-cycle'portion,
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11/14-7/18-- 5./1955.5 119.6 74.564.1 45.!109.21.54.52.0
5/19-8/20- 7/2!88.7 125.945.037.2 80.9 118.12.57.44.5
7/21-5/23- 7/2444.3 144.0 8.699.7 t6i.y
4.4.5
7/24-2/26-I 1/2769.4 118.292.!48.8 26.!74.92.61.21.9
I 1/27-7/29- 8/32105.5 141.641736.!99.9 136.01.82.72.4
Average
72.7 129.9 67.257.2 62.7119.92.64.031










Sample of Table S3: Secular Movements
Coke Production
49
Table 8 throws into rdief the secular component of the specific
cycles. Columns 2 and 3 show the average values of the seasonally
adjusted data during the phases of specific cycles. Column4 shows
the average values during full specific cycles, the values on which
the specific cycle relatives are based. Column 5 shows the per-
centage change from the average standing during a contraction
to the average during the following expansion, and column 6 shows
the percentage change from the average standing during an ex-
pansion to the average during the following contraction. Column
7 showsthe percentage change from the average standing during
one full specific cycle to that during the next. And column 8 re-
duces the measures in column 7 to a per month basis, the divisor
being the numberof months from the midpoint of one cycle to the
midpoint of the next.
DAlES OF
spacinG cvci.rs % cce % CHANGEFROM
AV.MONThLY FROM PEPCFI)- PIFCFOINCCYCIF ON RMC OF .0 .0 FrANGING INC PHASk Preceding Ar. of given
.M o o (000 siirnt tons)Contr.i q-cle & preceding cycle
U
j..n. . Exp. Contr.Cycleto exp. to cooir.TotalPer mU. Tout Per mU.
(i) (2)() (4) (f,) (6) (7) (8) (g) (io)
419344794146..+7.. - -.







Column g is the same as column 7 except that the percentages
are based on the average of the two cycles being compared instead
of on the first cycle. This shift of method frees the percentages
from secular 'bias' and permits us to strike averages for all cycles.
Column io bears the same relation to column 9 as column 8 bears
to column 7. The weighted average at the bottom of column to is
obtained by weighting the entries by the intervals between the mid-
points of successive cycles.
In the case of annual data the average standings during expan-
sions and contractions, columns 2 and 3, include all years from
one turn to the next. The values at the turns, however, are weightedS
one-half each. Similarly, the average standing for thefull cycle
column,includes all the years from trough totrough. Tbe i,.
itial and terminal trough values, however,are weightedone-ha
each, intervening values one each. The othermeasures in Table8
are prepared in the same way for monthly and annualdata.
CYCLICAL PATTERNS
To depict the behavior ofa series during the course of itscycles in
more detail than in Table 7, each cycle is dividedinto nine stage.
Stage I covers the three monthscentered on the initialtrough1 stage V the three months centeredon the peak, and stage IXthe three months centeredon the terminal trough. Stages 1IIVco
successive thirds of the expansion,and stages VI-Vilisuccjve
thirds of the contraction. Byaveraging the specificcycle relative for the months included ineach stage we get 'specificcycle pet- tems' (Table).
TABLE9
Sample of Table S4:Specific Cycle Patterns
Coke Production





ceo. . Erred EXPANSION ceo- NTION Erred n on tried onte. 2g 2initialFirstNfith]IeLast on FirstMiddfLasttninal
c, l-troughthirdthirdthird Iseakthirdthirdthirdtrough (I) () (4) (sis (7() (9)(to) /i 8i.g108.0107.1'iy.6'.8.7Iis.688., 5/lg-.8/_ 7/aa88.7Ioi.a110.9117.8 ia 86850.4 45.0 7/*l-/i_ 7/2444.3 58.878.9124.3 144.o 137.o1)8.1 816 69.4 8j.8 .o6 ii8.z 108.3105.299.0 92.1 II/t7-.7/28/st105.3 113.8118.4I35. 141.6 122.486.2 41.7 Average 7'.? 88.o102.3117.7 129.9 125.2101.879.8 67.2 Aserage deviat0019.3 15.612.! &g 10.4 6.g,,. *1.3 19.1
We make'reference cyclepatterns' on a similar planexcept that we mark off ninestages on the basisof the turningdates in general business. Bydividing eachreference cycle intonine segments,we reveal the behaviorof economicprocesses from stageto stage of business cycles.Table ii,Presenting thereference cyclepatterns, differs from Tablein onlytwo respects:the troughs and peaks are taken from thestandard list ofreference dates insteadof from the turningpoints ofspecific cycles,and the entriesare expressed in units ofreference cycleinstead ofspecific cycle relatives.
50 CHAPTER THpAdditional information concerning cyclical patterns is supplied
by Tables 10 and 12. Table 10, obtained by dividing thediffer-
ences between successivefigures on each line in Table 9 by the
number of months from the middle of one specific cycle stage to
the middle of the next stage, shows the rate of change from one
stage of specific cycles to the next.Table 12, made from Table i I
just as Table io is made from Table g, shows the rateof change
from one stage of reference cycles to the next.
When compelled to use annual data our procedure issimpler.
The cyclical patterns of Tables 9 and ii are made on a five-in-
stead of a nine-stage basis, but to avoid confusion wecall these
stages I, HI, V, VII, and IX. Thestandings at stages I, V, and IX
TABLE I 1
Sample of Table Ri: Reference Cycle Patterns
Coke Production
I
AVERAGE IN REFERENCE CYCLE RELATIVES AT STAGE
IIUI IV V VIVIIVIIIIX
DATES OF 3100. 3100.
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7/24-10/*6-12/2769.5 90.098.4111.6 107.4 105.0102494.594.0





































(6) (7) (8) (0)
11/14-7/18- 5/19+3.4+1.8-0.'+1.7-0.4-2.0-8.s-6.8
5/19-8/20- 7/lI+4.!+2.2+2.5 -(--2.7-0.8 -10.7 -20.4-2.7
/*1-5/137/24+3.6+29+6.5+4-9-2.8-4.2-2.8-9.2
7/242/26-11/27+4-4+1.7+1.8+3-4-5.5-0.5 1.O 1.7
11/17-1/29- 8/3:+2.4+0.7+2.5+24-3° 3.0-2.5 2.2
AveTage +3.6+19+2.4+5.0 1.9-4.1 5.0-4.5
Average deviation 0.6 o.6 i.6 0.9 1.0 2.7 3.4 s.8
Av. interval (too.) 4.3 7.7 7.7 4.3 3.4 5.9 5.9 3-4
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TABLE 10
Table S5: Rate of Change from Stage to Stage
of Specific Cycles, Coke Production
AIr. CHANGE PER MO. IN SPECIFIC CYCLE RELATIVES EETWWI STAGES
Sample ofTLE 12
Sample of Table R2: Rate ofChange from Stageto Stage
of Reference Cycles, CokeProduc lion
Al. (iIAME 11! 510. IN!vrIl}NtrtItLE !FI.ATI5}STwpr. 1.11 11.111III-IVtx-V V-VIVt-Vu Vu-yinVILi. u.s
CONT!ACTI0 DAli TroughFirstMiddlet.st VcakFimt4idd)gLst UFU" 10 tO *0 third *0 Ii) th1
0 2 firstn,itldkIlsi to firsttutcitilels to
S
e -. thirdthirdthirdpeakthirdthirdthird (*1 (*)(s)(4)(s) (6) (7) (8)() *2/*48/*8- 4/)9+4-'+'-6 0.0+i.6-I.-2.3 1-7--gi / ,
4119- t/*o- 9/ti-0.8+7.7 5-9+9.0-4-I.I-09 -10.0
1






Averanedes'iation a.6 2.0 s.s *6 1.1 t.i 5.1
average de
Av. intrr*al(nto.) 4.5 7-5 .s .6 6. 6. 6
Epanut are, of course, thesame as the standingscomputed forinitial ContEnt!
Cyrks.I trough, peak, andterminal trough inTable7. mid-expansion Cydes.
Cyck% I
and mid-contractionstandings (stages LIIand VII)are approxi.
Only the -
mated as closelyas possible. If an expansionlasts threeyears, for
co1umn
example, the valuein the secondyear is taken torepresent stage
of the se
III. If it lasts fouryears, the stage III standingis computed byav-
UIflfl 41
eraging the twomiddle years. Ifthe expansion lastsonly twoyears,
refercuic-
we have to calculatea stage III standing by
interpolation, that
rate of
by strikingan average of the troughand peak values.1 Tables io andi 2 arc prepared inthe sameway for annualas for
havior o
monthly data.Applied to annualdata, however,the entriesare
8 expre-
confined to therate of changefrom troughto mid-expansion(1-
crence e
LII), mid-expansionto peak (III-V),peak tomid-contraction
cause so
(V-Vu), andmid-contractionto terminal trough(VIIIX).
even du MEASURES OFCONFORMITY TOBUSINESS CYCLES:MONTHLY DATA much, if The comparisonsin Table 6between specificand referencecycles eral busi show roughlyhow thewavelikemovements ina given seriescon- While form to themovements in generalbusiness activity.Further light useful ni is shed by thesimilarityor differencebetween theaverage specific with whi' cycle and theaverage referencecyclepatterns of Tables9 and. pansion - But it is desirableto measureexplicitly thevarying degreesof con- havior w
-;
formity.
conformi Table 13gives themeasures we seek.Column4, derived from but not t
TFor treatmentof phaseslonger thanfour years,see Measuring Business expansiot
-
cycles,p. 199.
CHAPTERTHRU MEASI-Index of conformity to reference
£xpanhionu +200
contractions + oo
Cdes. trough to trough + ioo
Cyclea. peat. to peak + too
Cycles, both ways + too
'Only the sign of the difference is entered.
columns2and 3, supplies essential information on the conformity
of the series to business cycle expansions. That is, the entries in col-
umn4indicate the average rise or fall per month during successive
reference expansions; the average near the bottom is the average
rate of change during all the reference expansions covered by the
series. Column 7 supplies similar information concerning the be-
havior of the series during reference contractions. Finally, column
8 expresses the difference between the rates of change during ref-
erence expansions and contractions; this measure is needed be-
cause some series with rapidly rising trends continue to advance
even during reference contractions, and we wish to know how
much, if at all, the rate is intensified during expansions in gen-
eral business and diminished during contractions.
While the averages near the bottom of columns 4, 7, and 8 are
usefuL measures of conformity, they do not indicate the regularity
with which a series 'responds' to the stimuli of general business ex-
pansion and contraction. To bring out this feature of cyclical be-
havior we make a second set of conformity measures, 'indexes of
conformity', which take account of the direction of the movements
but not their magnitude. When a series riscs during a reference

































11/14- 8/sB- 4/ag +6.944.0+ 1.30-40.6 8.o-5.08-6.8
4f191/20- 9/21+21)8 9.04-z.i-66.a20.0-3.31 --5.62
9/Il- 5/13- '7/14+91.1*0.0j-4.56-59.514.0-4.25-8.Ba
7/I4..2o/*6-l2/27+37927.04-1.40 15.4 14.0-0.96-t.6
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TABLE 13







CHANGE IN RE) ERENCE CYCLE RLLATIEES IOJRINC REFERENCEDuRING PIT.
CONr*. 242MW !IPAN2I0N CONTRACTiON TIIAIDURINGit o; when it fallswe mark itoo. By casting up the
algebraic sum of these entries for all cycles and dividingby theirnumber,w get an index of conformity toreference expansions.Thisrt, entered at the bottom of colunn4, may vary betwccn +100
(posi. tive conformity to all thereference expansionscovered) and-00 (inverse conformity to all theexpansions). Anequal numberof positive and inversemovements producesan mdcx of 0.8 Tomed- ure conformity to referencecontractions we proceedsimilarly,but a decline in column' is now marked + oo, anda riscioo, for a decline means positiveconformity to referencecontractionsand a rise means inverseconformity.
Finally, we makeindexes of conformityto businesscyclesas wholes. Herewe wish to take accountof the fact thatsonie series risc or declinethroughout referencecycles, but atdifferentrates during expansionsand contractions.A preliminaryindex is oh. tamed by creditingeach differencein column 8with +too when the difference isminus, with- oo when it is plus,then strikingan arithmeticmean. This index showsmerely theconformityto busi- ness cycles marked offby troughs;hence it issupplemented incol- umnby a similarindex showingconformity tobusiness cycles marked off bypeaks. A weightedaverage of thetwo preliminary indexes givesour final index ofconformity tobusine&s cyclestaken as wholes. A valueof +zoomeans that therate of changeper month duringa referencecontraction iswithout exceptionalge- braically lowerthan therate of changeduring thepreceding and followingexpansions.
Table13 illustrates these
computations. The'expansion index' is +100 becauseall entries incolumn4 are plus. The'contraction index' is +100because allsigns in column7 are negative. Thepre- liminary 'fullcycle index',taken ona trough totrough basis, is +100,as is the indexof conformityto full cycleson a peak to peak basis, sinceall signs incolumns 8 and9 are negative. Thefinal full cycle index isobviously +100, since it isan average oftwo prelimi- nary indexes eachof whichis +ioo. The procedureillustrated inTable13 is adequatefor a series 8 An indexof + 50means positive
conformity in3 and inverse conformity
incase out of; an index of+33 meanspositive conformityin 2 and in-








































divisiotMEASURES OF CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR
like coke production which typically rises from reference stage Ito
V and declines from reference stage V to IX. For the many series
that normally lead or lag behind the turns of business activity the
results furnished by Table iwould misrepresent their relation
to business cycles or the regularity with which they respond. For
such series, therefore, a second conformity table, 14, is prepared.
The preparation of Table 14 begins with an attempt to deter-
mine the reference cycle phases between which a series typically
rises. The usual procedure is to plot cycle by cycle the reference
patterns in Table ii. Each stage interval is then inspected to see
whether the series rose or fell during it. If there is no great regular-
ity between one business cycle arid the next, we dispense with
Table '4. If there is considerable regularity, we determine the
stages between which the series typically rises and those between
which it typically falls. The division of stages between expansion
and contraction need not be equal. Thus we may determine that a
series typically rises between stages I and VI and falls between VI
and IX, or rises between VII and II and falls between II and VII.
Only in rare cases, however, do we make divisions more unequal
than five stage intervals for expansion and three for contraction, or
vice versa.
Once the division of reference cycles has been decided upon, the
next step is to classify the series as 'positive', 'inverted', or 'neutral'.
This classification determines whether the specific cycles are to be
marked off from trough to trough or from peak to peak, and also
plays a part in the computation of Table '4. We class a division
of reference cycles as positive when the selected expansion segment
contains more stages in the reference expansion than in the con-
traction; or, what comes to the same thing, when the selected con-
traction segment contains more stages in the reference contraction
than in the expansion. We class the division of reference cycles as
inverted when the selected expansion covers more stages in the
reference contraction than in the expansion. When the selected ex-
pansion overlaps equally reference expansions and contractions,
the division is classed as neutral.
Whatever the division, it is applied uniformly in subsequent op-
erations to all the reference cycles covered by the series. When the
division is po8itive, the expansion segments are matched with ref-
5556
erence expansions and the contractionsegments withcontractjo When the division isinverted, the contractionegnet, matched with referenceexpansions and theexpansionscgme with contractions.When the division isneutral, thedivision treated as if itwere positive; that is, theexpansionsegments a
TABLE 14
Sample of TableK4: Conformityto Business Cycles
Timing DifferencesRecognizrd
Railroad BondYields
(Expansion covenstages Ill-VI. Expansionsare matched with reference expansions.)
A .
Av.
Av. Prt-Soc. Inter,change Inter-ch*ngecedgceed,n
21 Total vii inper Total villaper ref.rei.
e.-change no.no. change no.no. cip.np.'
CI1ANGI Ill IEPI1ENCI



































'Computed onbase of invertedcycle, June1857-Oij, ,86o.Excluded fromay. and xv. dee.
Computed onbate omittingAug.-Noy.1914, Arfthmeticmean determined
separately foreach column.Hence (j)- (4) may
from (8) inthe iaplate. 4Measured fromthe mean.
Only the *ignof the differenceIi entered.
(i) (s)() (4)()(6)() 11/54'- 61,7-1*J8 ...-.-i8.8'*5.S_0.74* 11/58-10/60- 6/6i+0.9$1.5-4o.o7'*4.419.5-0.85 6/Si- 4/65-Il/SI+15.4t8.+0.89 0.0 0.00
11/67- 6/69-11/70+s.*12.3+0.41-6.3315-o.lo
11/70-10/73- -6. 18.0-0.*g *5.371.0-o.$ 3/79- 3/81- 5/85-4.1*4.5-0.17-11.74*5-0.18
5/833/87- 4/88-4- 0.8 13.3-4-0.06-5.414.0-0.1*
4/88-. 7/90- 5/91+3.115.5+0.33+0.6ISo+0.03
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matched arbitrarily with reference expansions and the contraction
segments with contractions. For each senes we indicate the pro-
cedure by writing at the top of Table iwhat stages are consid-
ed characteristic of expansions, and whether expansions are
matched with reference expansions or contractions, implying that
contractions are matched with the other reference phase.9
The other steps in preparing Table io are like those for Table
13 exceptin one respect. For any given cycle the average rate of
change per month is computed uniformly for whatever stages have
been matched with expansion, not uniformly for stages I-V as in
Table 13. Similarly, the average rate of change per month is com-
puted for whatever stages have been matched with contraction,
not uniformly for stages V-I.
MEASURES OF CONFORMITY TO BUSINESS CYCLES: ANNUAL DATA
The procedure for preparing Table ifrom annual data is exactly
the same as from monthly data. Expansions and contractions, of
course, are marked off according tothe calendar year, fiscal year,
or, in the case of single-date yearend series, according to a special
end of year chronology. For Table 14, however, a choice ofmeth-
ods is open. If we proceed by the methods applied to monthly data,
the stages matched with reference expansions are restricted bythe
five-stage pattern used for annual series. The stages matched with
expansions may, in principle, be I-Ill, I-V, I-Vu, III-V,1II-VII,
Ill-IX, V-Vu, V-IX, V-Ill, Vil-IX, Vu-hI, and Vu-V.In
practice, however, the alternatives are fewer. Sincereference
phases and, in particular, American contractions,frequently last
only a year the standings at stages III and VII areoften purely
artificial. There is, therefore, seldom enough solid evidence to
justify a division between typical expansions andcontractions at
stage VII. And in short series it is oftenimpossible to use stage
III. When stage VII is excluded, the choices arc I-Ill,I-V, III-V,
IhI-IX, V-IX, and V-Ill. When both III and VII areexcluded,
the sole choices are I-V and V-IX, that is, Table '4becomes im-
possible, and we are restricted to Table 13.
To avoid these difilculties another procedure wasdevised and





is generally used in this study. insteadof attemptingto deterj T the timing of a series interms of cycle stages, weuse theregular enda timing measures described aboveto determine its tendencyto lead tired or lag in terms of months. Thus ifa series tends to lead the'et peak ence dates by 12 months, we simply postdateit one year,then corn. year pute its conformity on the basisof a typicalexpansion running were from stage I toV,as in Table 13. If a series tendsto lag 12 months, chro we predate it one year and againproceed as in Table13. If a cal. busi endar year series tendsto lag 6 months, we predateit 6 months, whet that is, the figures forcalendar years1929, 1930, etc.are treated whe like figures for thefiscal years ended June30, 1929, 1930,etc. Conformity is then computedon a typical expansionrunning from stage I to V of the fiscalyear reference cycles. Ifa calendar year series tends to lead6 months,we postdate it 6 months;that is, cal. endar year figures for1928, 1929, etc.are treated like figuresfor the fiscalyears 1929, 1930, etc. Inthis case againconformity in- dexes can be derivedby matching theseries synchronouslywith fiscal year referencedates. To giveadditional flexibility,special ref- erence dates were determinedfor years endingMarch 31 andSep- tember 30. In thisway we can deal withthe followingtiming cate- gories in months(leads are marked-, lags +), -s, 6, 3, synchronous, +3, +6,+9, and +12. The full referencechronology for these timingcategories isset forth in TableI 5. The timing measures are roundedto determine underwhichcategory a series falls for thepurpose of measuring
conformity. Seriesthat appear to lead or lag bymore than oneyear are treatedas if their lead or lag were onlyi 2 months.
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TABLE 15
Reference Dates for Annual Series with Various Leadsor Lags
Relative to General Business
The years in each column are the calendar years when a process
may be expected to reach its peaks and troughs under the speci-
fied assumptions regarding its timing.
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The procedure for end of year series is analogous to that for cal-
endar year series. The conformity of synchronous series ismeas-
iucd by the chronology of the year ends when business reached its
and troughs. A year end series that tends to laga quarter-
is predated 3 months, that is, its values are treatedas if they
je for September 30. Conformity is then measured on a syn-
mous basis in conjunction with a September 30 chronology of
bigines cycle turns. In effect we observe our predated series tosee
whether it regularly rises during expansions bounded by'years
when the September 30 levels of business were low or high, and
See Appendix B for noteson the derivation of this table.
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whether it regularly fallsduring contractionsbounded bythese years but looking from peaksto troughs. An end ofyear series that lags one-halfyear is predated 6 months andmatched witha June 3o chronology. An end of year series thatleads one-halfyear is postdated 6 months,that is, figures forDecember31,928and 1929 are treated like figures forJune 30, 1929 and1930, respec- tively. Its conformityis then measuredon a June 30 chronology.
Similar proceduresare applied to other timingcategoriesranging from 42-month leadsto i 2-month lags. Thereference chronology used in conjunctionwith year end seriesis set forth inthe lower half of Tablez.
AVERAGES AND AVERAGEDEVIATIONS
Most of themeasures described aboveare made forever), refer- ence and forevery specific cycle coveredby a series, thenaveraged for each set ofcycles. Whenaverages are struck for allthe cydes covered bya series, features peculiarto single cycles tendto fade, while featurescommon to all ormost cycles tendto stand out prominently.
In general, themore cycles a seriescovers, the greater isour conS fidence that theaverage discloses faithfullywhat cyclicalbehavior is typical ofthe economicprocess represented.But in analyzing price and valueseries, we usuallyexclude cyclesaffected bygrave monetary disturbancesfrom theaverages. We makeexclusions also whensome exceptionallypowerful randomfactor, suchas a major strike,has warpedan individual cycleout of resemblance to other cyclesiii thearray. When a longseries gives definiteindi- cations of havingundergonea secular orstructural change,we di- vide it intorelativelyhomogeneoussegments andcompute an av- erage for eachsegment.
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CHARTS OF CYCLICAL PATTERNS
Several results of our analysis that lend themselves readily to
graphic presentation are embodied in charts of cyclical patterns.
The sample for coke production, Chart 2, piCtures the averages
and average deviations in Tables 9 and ii, and certain additional
aJures from Tables 6, 10, and 12.The curves trace the SpeCifIC
and reference cycle patterns made by averaging the standings of
the individual cycles at each of the nine stages in Tables g and ix.
Since coke production corresponds closely in timing to business
cycles, the two patterns are almost identical. The more irregular
the timing of a series in relation to business cycles, the smaller will
be the amplitude of the reference cycle pattern relative to thatof
the specific cycle pattern. The representative value of the two pat-
terns is indicated by the lengths of the vertical lines, whichshow
the average deviations of the individual cycles from their average
standings at the nine stages.
The long horizontal lines above and below the cyclical patterns
represent the average lengths of the specific and referencecycles.
We call them 'duration lines'. The vertical lines representingthe
average deviations from the averagestandings are dropped from
or erected at the midpointsof the cycle stages. The ruler at the
bottom of the chart defines the time scale; with its aid alldurations
can be approximated.
When, as in coke production, the specific and referencecycles
correspond to each other, the two duration lines are placed so that
they show average leads or lags. When specific and referencecycles
do not correspond throughout, the duration lines are so placedthat
the peak standings of the two patterns are alignedvertically.
With a few exceptions when amplitudes are verywide, the
charts of cyclical patterns presented below were drawn to astrictly
uniform set of scales. However, to help the reader understand our
method, the scales in Chart 2 are larger. The explanatory com-
ments are not repeated for subsequentcharts, nor arc the scale
numbers for average deviations of the standingsin successive cycle
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Sample Chart of Cyclical Patterns
Coke production, United States
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Most business cycles in the United States and, indeed, in other
major commercial Countries, are relatively brief. The National
Bureau has identified 21 business cycles between 1854 and 1938
in the United States.1°Their average length was almost exactly
four years. Only 6 were longer; the others lasted 48 months or
k The brevityof most business cycles greatly restricts the num-
ber of observations that can be made on annual data. In a 4-year
cycle in which expansion and contraction are equal, we might
have 5 annual observations: one at the initial trough, one at the
peak, one at the terminal trough, and one each at mid-expansion
and mid-contraction. If expansion and contraction are not equal,
the observations on the shorter phase are reduced to 2, and if the
full cycle itself is shorter than 4 years, the number of observations
may be no more than 2 onexpansion or contraction.
In these circumstances, annual data necessarily distort, in
greater or less degree, our view of the actualcyclical behavior of
economic series. This happens partly because some cycles that ap-
pear in a monthly series areskipped in its annual form; more
rarely because annual data inject cycles not found in the monthly
series. Corresponding cycles in monthly and annual series, more-
over, are likely to be of differentlength and shape. A monthly
series may reach a cyclical peak in June of a given year,but in an-
nual form it may reach a peak in the same year or in the year pre-
ceding or following. Thus the form of the data mayaffect the tim-
ing as well as the length of the cycles in a series.For closely cor-
responding cycles, when both monthly and annual data turnin the
same year, the amplitude of theswing in the latter is necessarily
less, since in monthly series the standing at thepeak covers the
three months centered on the highest valueattained during the
cycle, and the standing at the trough the threemonths centered
on the lowest value. The sameresults arc probable even when the
cycles in the annual and monthly data do notcorrespond closely.
Annual data not only distort results; theyseriously reduce the in-
formation yielded. The year is a coarser unit of measurementthan
the month or the quarter, a matter of obviousimportance when
timing and duration are to be measured. Usedwith caution, how-
10Ibid., p. 78.
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ever, and a knowledge of their limitations, annualdatacan
of great value.
In what ways and to what degree willour measures be affe
by the use of annual data? Fora detailed discussion and theresujb of many illwninating tests, readersarc referred to Measuri,igBun. ness Cycles, Chapter 6. The argument belowis confinedto t three measures we use most frequently:timing, amplitudeand conformity.
liMING
We measure the timing of annualdata by comparingthe montl)Jy reference cycle turn with themidpoint of theCorresponding an- nual specific cycle turn. Weprefer this procedureto the altern.
tivecomparing an annualspecific cycle turn withthe midpoint of the correspondingannual reference turn. Testcompa-i sup. port this preference,"as does the logic of thecase. We takeas Our standard the results thatwould be attained bycomparing montly specific cycle turns withmonthly reference cycleturns. The method we prefer will producean error whenever themonthly speci& cycle turn doesnot Occur at the midpointof the year inwhich the annual series reachesa peak or trough; inthe case ofyear end series, whenever itdoes notoccur at the end of theyear in Which the annual seriesturns. But a procedurethat dependsupon corn- parisons of midpointsof annual specifIccycle turns withmidpoi of annual referenceturns can be inerror because itmisplaces the one or the other, andthese sources oferror will tend toaugment more often than they willtend to offseteach other.12
Ibid., Table 6r.
'TCafl theproccdus-' by whichmonthly specificCycle turns arecompared with monthlyreference turns MethodA; that by whichannual specific cycle turns are comparedwith monthlyreference turnsMethod B; and that by which annualspecific cycleturns are comparedwith annualreference turns Method C. If Mstands for themonthly Specificcycle turn and N forthe monthly referenceturn, timing byMethod AM - N. Timingby Method B - M + S- N, where S is thedistortion in thetiming of the specific cycle turncaused by annual data.Timing byMethod C= (M + S)(N + R), where Ris the distortionin the timingof the referenceturn caused by annual data.The differencebetween Method5A and B i, S; thatbetween Methods A and Cis S - R.
Whether MethodB will yielda betterapproximation to MethodA than Method C depenon whether S- B. tends to exceedS. For any group of1UASURES OF CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR 65
The elimination of distortion due to the misplacement ofthe
date of referencecycle turns, however, still leaves important sources
of error due to themisplacement of specific cycle turns. Since most
of the annual data used below are endof year series, our argument
is dcvelopedwith reference to such series. With minor modifica-
tions, however, it isapplicable to annual data generally.
Individual timing comparisons made with end of year data are
usually in error since the true specific cycle turn is unlikely to occur
precisely at the year end. The reliability of annual timing meas-
ures, therefore,depends upon averaging many observations. Yet
the average of even manyobservations will yield a poor approxi-
mation to the true timing if the directionof the displacement of
the specific cycle turns in theannual data is biased relative to the
true dates or, in theabsence of bias, if the errors do not offset one
another sufficiently in a small sample.
The displacement may be biased if, in the periodunder review,
the monthly reference cycle turns usually occur nearerthe begin-
ning than the ends of years, orthe reverse. Consider a series, A,
with monthly turns that are synchronouswith reference turns. If
the reference turns usually occur in thesecond half of calendar
yeats, the specificcycle turns in the year end version of series A will
tend to come at the ends of the years inwhich the reference turns
occur rather than attheir beginning, other things being equal. An
average of individualtiming measures would be biased in the di-
rection of a lag. Similarly, if thereference turns usually occur in
the first half of calendar years, the measureof timing from annual
data would be biased in favor of alead.
refercnce cycles R may be plus, minus, or zero onthe average. II many series
axe analyzed for the periodcovered by reference cycles, the expectationis
that S will be plus in as many cases as itwill be minus. Now if R is zero,
the results of Method B will agree withthose of Method C. If S is zero on
the average, S - K must exceed S,unless K too is zero, in which case
Methods B and C again give the sameresults. If S and R arc of opposite
sign, then S - R once more must exceedS. And the same will be true when
S and R are of the same sign wheneverR > 25. Hence there is a greater
probability that (S - K) > S than that(S - K) < S. The expectation,
therefore, is that Method B will give abetter approximation to Method A
than will Method C.
This argument is adapted fromMeasuring Business Cycles, p.229, note 25.3
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This particularsource of error, fortunately, isunlikely totro us much. In the periodsince 1913, with whichthis studyisgener- ally concerned, NationalBureau referencedates are fairly
evenly distributed over thecalendar year."
NUMBER OF PEAKSAN ThouoHs







November o o June
December 2
Another, moreimportant,source of bias will existif the shapes of specific cyclesare such as to throwthe peaks andtroughs ofa year end series backto the endsor forward to thebeginnings ofthe years in which theturns of a corresponding
monthly seriesoccur. For example,the peaks inthe year endversion ofa monthly series that declinesmore slowly immediatelyafter passingits peaks than it rises towardits peah willtend tocome at the ends ofthe years in which thepeaks of themonthly seriesoccur. Indeed, theymay not come untilthe end of thenext year. Ayear end series ofthu type would tendto show lagson the average,whatever thetiming of its cyclesin the monthlydata. Thereverse, of course,would be true if themonthly datagenerally fellaway more rapidlyafter their peaks thanthey rosetoward them.
Even if thesesources of biaswere completelyabsent, in thesense that theaverage timingmeasured fromannual datawould beac- curate when basedupon a largenumber ofobservations, theer- ron of individual
observationsmay not cancel ina limited num- ber of cycles.This possibilityis heightenedsomewhat bythe fact that annualdata sometimesskip cyclesthatoccur in monthlydata, thereby reducingthe numberofcomparisonsyielded bya given number ofcycles.The seriousnessof thesesources of errorcan be appraised onlyby comparingresults frommonthly andannual data. To thisend wepreparedaverage timingmeasures for "If we callJanuary0.5,February5.5,March 2.5,December 51.5, andso
on, a perfectlyeven distributjoof referencecycle turnswould yieldan
'average' turnwith a valueof 6, Butthe 'average'reference turn since5913
has a valueof.8 and the'average' turnsince1919 a value of 5.6.Moz
over, the distribution
of referencecycle turnsby months ismarkedly even.)IMSURES Of CYCLiCAL BEHAVIOR
monthly and annual data for 6 series. In order to approximate the
kind of annual data used in this study, we constructed annual series
from December values, and computed average leads and lags for
periods coVering 5 OF 6 reference cycles.
The discrepancies between the measures derived from monthly
and annual data are serious but not so large as to render annual
data unusable. The average difference is roughly 2.6 months, and
more than 75 percentof the measures from annual data are within
months of the measures yielded by monthly data.
TABLE i6
Average Timing of Specific Cycles during Brief Periods, Six
American Series, Monthly and Annual (December) Data
67
The sources of this and other tables of Chapter 3 arcdescribed in Measur-
INg BusinessCycles, p. 21 o, notes 6 and 7.
In comparing monthly reference dates and the turnsof year end or other
single-date series, we omit leads or lags longer than 24months in order to
avoid prejudicing averages based on few comparisons.Accordingly, one lead
was omitted in each case designatedby an asterisk.







TIMING AT P.ECPIENCE PFAS TIMING AT REEERf\CE 1ROtGIIS
Av. 1esd (-) Av. lead (-)
Number of or lag (+). Number of or lag+).
months ob,crvations months
MA M A MA M A
DEFLATED CLEARINGS
53 +3.8 1.3 5 -6. 4.7
53 +4.2+1.7 53 7.4-8.3
4 2 +1.2-3.5 53 -3.8 0
PlO IRON PRODUCTION
1879.1897 +o.8 1.3 52 -3.2-5.5
1897.191455 +3.4+0.4 55 -7.2-6.6
1914-193355 +1.4 i.a 66 -0.3+0.2
RAILROAD STOCK PRICES
1858-18885 5 7.6 8.4 55 -13.4 14.8
i888-igo865 2.2 4.4 65 1.2 1.O
1908-193365 7.3 2.8 7 7 -8.6-7.7
SHARES TRADED
1879-189755-11.4-7.6 54 2.2_2.O*
1897-1914 54 12.0 13.5 54 -4.8-5.2
1914-193354-7.8-52.2 65 -6.5-3.2
CALL MONEY RATES
1858-188866 -3.3-8.o 66 1.2-2.3
1888-190866 +4.2 2.7 66 +3.0+1.2
1908-1933 76 -1.0 2.0 76 +2.6+4.2
RAILROAD BOND YIELDS
i88-i88866 +9.2+8.o 66 +17.8+11.7
I8-t9O854 +9.2+8.2 54 +14.4+10.5
1908-193355 +4.8+7.8 5 +i.8+8.a68
CHAPTER THRgF.
In one respect the comparisons of Tablei 6 put the resultsto be
expected from our inventory materialsin a lefavorable light than is just. Theaverages are usually based on 6comparisonsor fewer; in somecases on only 2 or.Our timingmeasures onan- nual inventory dataare usually based on7 to 10 comparisons. To
do this, however,we have to lump together observationson peaks and troughs, a procedurethat would increase thelikelihood of
error if the timing of stocks at peaks andtroughs weresignificantly different. Sincewe have not found any evidence ofsuch a differ-
ence in annual inventory data, itseems valid to combineour com- parisons at peaks and troughsinto singleaverages. We expect the results to be somewhatbetter than those suggestedby Table i6. For all that, annualdata can obviously provideonly crude indi- cations of timing. Weattempt therefore to safeguardour results by taking two precautions.First, we disregardsmall differencesin timing relationsdifferencesof, say, less than3 or 4 months. Secondly, we confineattention to results thatappear to be charac- teristic of manufacturingas a whole as judged bya consensus of nine or tengroups of industries.
AMPLITUDE
When cycles inthe monthly andannual forms ofa series cor- respond closely intime, the amplitudesof the latterwill almost always be smaller.The reason,as already stated, is thatin monthly series the standingat the peakcovers the3 months centeredon the highest valueattained duringthe cycle, andthe standingat the trough covers the3 months centeredon the lowest value.The peaks and troughsof calendaror fiscal year data,of course,cover many more months andcannot standas high as the peakvalue or as low as the troughvalue in monthlyseries. When thecyclical peaks and troughsof the monthlyseries occur inthe sameyears as those in the annualseries, the rulehardly admitsof exception,'4 and thesame relationsmay be expectedto hold ina large major- ity of cases whenthe cyclicalturns of monthlyand annual data occur in differentyears, if the cyclescorrespondapproximately. '4The rule might beupset in rare instancesif a randompeak or trough is disregarded in markingofT specificcycles in monthlydata, or if themonth preceding and themonth succeedingthe peak(trough) monthare suffi- ciently below (above)the calendaryear average.C
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The same relations may be expected to hold also when single-
date annual series arein question, but now two further exceptions
must be noted, If the highestvalue in a monthly series occurs in
dose proximity to the day ormonth when the annual series reaches
its peak, themonthly peak may be lower than the annual since
peaks in monthly series are 3-month averages centered on thehigh-
est value. Therelation may be upset also if random high or low
values occur on the day or month for which the annualdata are
reported and if they are taken to be the annual, but notthe
monthly, cyclical peaks or troughs, as is likely to be the case.That
annual data tend to yield smaller amplitudes than monthlydata,
however, is the basic rulewhatever the form of the annual data,
and it leaves its imprint clearly on test comparisons.
It has been established also that the reductionin amplitude pro-
duced by annual summarizing varies inversely tothe length of
cyclical phases, though several other factorscombine to cause the
degree of reduction to varywidely: the months in which the cy-
clical turns occur, the amplitude of the movementrelative to the
underlying trend, and the patterns of both thecyclical swing and
of the random fluctuations that accompanyit.15
These factors serve to make uneven thedamping effect of an-
nual data even for cycles thatcorrespond to those in monthly data.
The degree of reduction in measures of averageamplitude from
annual data is rendered still more unevenby the fact that annual
data sometimes skip cycles that occurin monthly data and inject
cycles not found in monthly data. Ifannual data skip a contrac-
tion in a series with a rising trend,their expansion will tend to
almost equal the sum of the twomonthly expansions they span. If
they skip two successive contractionsin these circumstances, their
total rise will comprise threeexpansions in the monthly series.
When they skip cycles, the averageamplitude of the remaining
cycles tends to be larger than itotherwise would be and, in some
conditions, larger than the averageamplitude measured from
monthly data. When they injectcycles, the reverse will, of course,
be true, but this happens much lessfrequently.
The effect of all these factors,which in the aggregate tend to re-
duce the amplitude of cyclesin annual data but which do so un-
"See Measuring Bwinus Cycles, pp. 230-2.CHAPTERTHREE
evenly, is illustrated in Tablez7. To preserve the erratice1rcc that may be expected to characterizesingle-date seriessuch as the
end of year inventory data,our annual series are basedo the De-
cember values of the sample series.
Trni 17
Average Amplitude of SpecificCycles, Six AmericanSeries during Brief Periods, Monthly andAnnual (December)Data
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Table'7 illustrates thestrong tendencyfor annualdata to un- derstateamplitude Of thez8 comparjof total rise and fall (col. 12)13 show smallerampliturin theannual series than in the monthly.Theaverage degree ofunderstatement is nearly15 percent. This, however,is relativelyunimpant Ifthe degree of understatementwere fairlyconstat wecould readily allowfor it.MEASURES OF CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR
In any case, ourusual concern is not with the absolute amplitude
of a series but with judgments about the relativeamplitudes of
two or moreannual series. But the variation in the measures
yielded by annual data is great. During 1910-33cycles in annual
reports of deflated clearingshad an amplitude 31 percent larger
than those in monthly reports.During 1858-80 the amplitude of
cycles in call money rates was 68 percent lowerin the annual than
in the monthly data. For the i8comparisons of total rise and fall
the average deviationfrom the mean relative amplitude of annual
data compared with monthly was 21 percentagepoints.
Divergences from the mean degree of understatement arewid-
est when the annualdata either skip several cycles or inject an
extra cycle. Thus everycomparison in which the average ampli-
tude measured from annualdata was wider than that measured
from monthly data involvedannual data that skip two or more
cycles recognized in the monthly data.The two cases in which the
annual data inject a cycle yielded theonly comparisons in which
the average amplitude was lessthan half as large as that measured
from monthly data.
To render measures of amplitudefrom annual data useful at all,
we use acombination of procedures. First,amplitudes computed
from annual data are nevercompared with those based on monthly
data. Secondly, we confine ourconclusions to those supported by
several series. For example, webase judgments about the relative
amplitude of output and inventoriesfor manufacturers in general
on measures fornine or ten industry groups.Thirdly, we supple-
ment averages of cyclicalamplitude based on all specificcycles ob-
served in two series with averagesbased only on corresponding cy-
cles. In this way the extremevariations illustrated by Table i 7 arc
avoided.
CONFORMITY
The erratic influencesexercised by annual reporting uponthe
number of cycles, their timing,and their pattern combine to ren-
der conformity measures fromannual data less reliable thantheir
monthly counterparts. Sinceannual data sometimes skip contrac-
tions when the seculartrend of a series is rising,they tend to un-
derstate conformity to referencecontractions in growingactivities.




is falling, they tend to underestimate conformityto reference
pansion in declining activities. The displacementof peaksand
troughs, sometimes forward, sometimesbackward in tim;helps
to conceal regular response to business cycles.Moreover, when
there is evidence of a regular leador lag it can be allowed formore
flexibly in monthlyor quarterly data. An additionaltrouble is the
irregular way in which annual dataalter the patterns ofcycles. Finally, if a reference peakor trough is misdated bya year, this is
likely to affect the conformityindexes of annual data,while the smaller errors that mightbe made in monthlyreference dates
would generally have slightinfluence on the indexesof monthly
series. It may be expectedthat if an activity conformswell to busj-
ness cycles annual data will yieldconformity indexes thattend to understate its true conformity.If an activity conformspoorly, an-
Tii8
Conformjty of Monthlyand Annual (CalendarYear)




CYCLES* INDEX OF CONFORMITyTO Up.
Exp. Contr. Cycle
DEFLATED CLEARINGS Monthly, 1879.1933 15 VIU.V+100 +73 +86 Annual, 1878.1932 '5 I-V +7 +86 PIG IRONPRODUCTION Monthly, 1879.1933 , I-V+100+100+100 Annual, 1878-1932 15 I-V+,O +73 +100
RAILROAD STOCXPRICES Monthly, 1858.1933'g VIH-IV+79 +6o +74 Annual, 1858-1932 ,9* I-V +68 +40 +63
SHARZ5 TRADED Monthly, 1879.1933 15 VIII.IV +87 +73 +93 Annual, 1878-1932 15 I-Ill+87 +47 +35
CALL MONEYRATES Monthly, 1858-1933 19* I-V +68+, +100 Annual, 1858.1932 19* I-V +79 +68 +84
RAILROAD SONDYIELDS Monthly, 1858-1933'9' 111-Vt +47 +30 +68 Annual, 1858-1932 '9' IIIVjj+26 +35 +63 Source: MeazsringBusiness Cycles, Table82, p. 266. * Thecontraction and fullcycle indetcover an additionalreference con- traction at the beginningof the series.1 But bear in mind the instability of ourconformity indexes! One defection
lfl 19 cases reduces theindex from 100 to 84 asin Call Money Rates; One








MONTHS INDEX OF CONFORMITY TO RRF.
Exp. Contr. Cycle
DEFLATED CLEARINGS
Monthly, 1914-1933VIH-V +ioo +6o +56
Annual, 1914-1932 0 +100 20 +78
PIG IRON PRODUCTION
Monthly, 1914-1933 1-v +100+100+100
Annual, 1914-1932 o +6o +20 +33
RAILROAD STOCK PRICES
Monthly, 1914-1933Vu-Ill +20 +6o +33
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nual data will yield conformity indexes that may be eitherhigher
or lower thanmonthly data would yield.
The quantitative importance of these various difficulties can,
of course, be judged only by comparing results frommonthly and
annual series (Table i 8). The indexes from annual data arc usu-
ally lower than those from monthly data. In only afew cases, how-
ever, arethey much lower.' In only two comparisons, moreover,
are they higher,and then by only minor amounts.
These fairly favorable indications may, however, reflectthe
relative stability introduced into our measures by the large num-
ber of cycles covered by the six test series. Table 19,covering five
T 19
Conformity of Monthly and Annual (December)
Data to 5 Business Cycles, Six American Seriesreference cycles, providesa sterner test. The annual data hereem-
ployed are of theone month per year variety whichresemble our
end of year inventory datamore closely than annualaggregates.
Conformity measures of theannual data arc made by thespecial
method described in Sectioni and applied to annual data inthe rest of this study.
Reducing the numberof cycles does indeed widenthe diver-
gence between the indexes yielded bymonthly and annualdata. The results, however,are still quite good. Inon.' series, pig iron
production, the annual indexeswould causeus to be doubtfW
about the responseto business cycles when, infact, conformitywas highly regular. In theother five series theindications of conform.. ity yielded by theannual measuresare generallyaccurate in view of the instability ofour indexes when few cyclesare compared. %4,re thesecomparisons of conformitymeasures are fairlyre- assuring, the erraticaction of annual datamust be borne in mmd. Low indexesare not necessarily inconsistentwith regularassocia.. tion, and sometimesthe index may be highwhen confonnity islow. Our practice,therefore, is to baseour findings on theshowing of several indicators andto reach positiveconclusions only whenthere is a fairconsensus.